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What magical trick makes us intelligent? The trick is that there is no trick. The power of intelligence stems from 
our vast diversity, not from any single, perfect principle. — Marvin Minsky, The Society of Mind, p. 308
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Both Minsky’s “society of mind” and Schmidhuber’s “learning to
think” inspire diverse societies of large multimodal neural
networks (NNs) that solve problems by interviewing each other
in a “mindstorm.” Recent implementations of NN-based
societies of minds consist of large language models (LLMs) and
other NN-based experts communicating through a natural
language interface. In doing so, they overcome the limitations of
single LLMs, improving multimodal zero-shot reasoning. In
these natural language-based societies of mind (NLSOMs),
new agents—all communicating through the same universal
symbolic language—are easily added in a modular fashion. To
demonstrate the power of NLSOMs, we assemble and
experiment with several of them (having up to 129 members),
leveraging mindstorms in them to solve some practical AI tasks:
visual question answering, image captioning, text-to-image
synthesis, 3D generation, egocentric retrieval, embodied AI,
and general language-based task solving. We view this as a
starting point towards much larger NLSOMs with billions of
agents—some of which may be humans. And with this
emergence of great societies of heterogeneous minds, many
new research questions have suddenly become paramount to
the future of artificial intelligence. What should be the social
structure of an NLSOM? What would be the (dis)advantages of
having a monarchical rather than a democratic structure? How
can principles of NN economies be used to maximize the total
reward of a reinforcement learning NLSOM? In this work, we
identify, discuss, and try to answer some of these questions.
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The most impressive and beautiful proposal, according to the voting, is "As a 
Pure Photographer, the proposal to generate a visually stunning image of a 
volcano." This proposal aims to capture the fiery and intense beauty of a 
volcano through warm and fiery colors, a low angle perspective, and a 

wide-angle lens to emphasize the grandeur and size of the volcano. The result
ing image can be both visually stunning and beautiful.

DALLE-2
“ A Steam Engine”

The Art Nouveau Artist proposal received the most votes as the most impres
sive and beautiful option for depicting a steam engine. This proposal involve
s incorporating organic lines, floral motifs, curved shapes, decadent details, 

and harmonious color schemes to create a visually appealing and unique
image that accurately represents the steam engine.
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“ An image to show volcano ”
DALLE-2
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Task: Image Captioning

NLSOM: This haunting image depicts a woman walking through the chaotic aftermath
of a destructive hurricane in an unknown city. The grim, sepia-toned black and white
photograph captures the extent of damage caused by the hurricane with piles of debris
and rubble scattered all over the street. The woman is seen wearing a dress and a hat,
with her head down and a solemn expression on her face, as she slowly trudges
through the deserted streets, searching for help in the wake of this tragedy.

NYTimes:
Abstract: President René Préval’s palace was
crushed, and civil servants lucky enough to survive
are picking up the pieces of their own lives.
First Paragraph: PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti It did not
take very long for Edwin Paraison, a member of
Haiti’s cabinet, to take stock of his losses and
deliver a thorough assessment of what remained
of his government ministry.
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